Different ways of using Generative Programming to develop an application
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ABSTRACT
With the emergence of the Internet and proliferation of new technologies, the design and programming of complex applications need to take into account standards and notions of code distribution, deployment and reuse. There is a need to change the programming methodologies to take into account these different facets.

This paper lays the foundations for a new way of programming based on generative programming that automatically integrates specific technologies and user specifications (abstract models). This idea was successfully used, at different levels: data representation, interactive environments, semantic treatments and the architecture, in the design and realisation of SMARTTOOLS, a software framework for domain-specific languages. In this way, the generated source code makes use of XML technologies for the data representation, object and bean technologies for the views and GUI, aspect-oriented programming and visitor design pattern for semantic treatments and components to obtain an open architecture and a deployable distributed application. This idea is very close to the MDA (Model-Driven Architecture) approach of the OMG consortium that advocates a platform-independent model that can be transformed into one or more platform-specific models.

The main results of this new way of programming is better software quality due to business logic and technology separation, more straightforward code, a rapid addition of new facets and a means that facilitates the portability of applications towards new technologies or platforms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During this last decade, there were many changes in computer science that have an influence upon the way an application must be developed. Four main reasons of these changes can be identified:

- The first one is the emergence of the Internet that implies applications being no more PC-centered but rather distributed ones. Thus, now, data communication between applications and users must be taken into account during the whole application life-cycle. One problem was to choose a well-adapted data exchange format. To solve this problem, the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) has created the XML (Extensible Markup Language) standard that is application and platform-independent.

- The second reason of these changes is the proliferation of new technologies that makes it difficult to choose the right and most evolution-prove one. For instance, to obtain a component-based application, a developer must choose between, at least, three component technologies (CCM - CORBA Component Model, EJB - Enterprise Java Beans, or the Web-Services).

- The third reason is the democratization (widespread) of the computer science. That means that the users may have, now, different knowledge, needs, visualization devices, and activity domains that should be considered when developing.

- The last reason is a business reason. Indeed, to be competitive, a company must quickly and cheaply adapt its software to new user needs and technologies.

In software engineering, new programming paradigms occur such as AOP (Aspect-Oriented Programming) [24], SOP (Subject-Oriented Programming) [17], IP (Intentional Programming) [36], or component programming [37] because the oriented-object programming is not sufficient to handle clear designs and reusable developments of software. For example, concerns can be cross-cut between classes and there can be a mix between functional and non-functional code in a single class making the code difficult to maintain and error-prone. At the specification level, a strong evolution is done towards standards of the W3C for documents or of the
OMG (Object Management Group) for design methodologies such as UML (Unified Modeling Language) or the MDA (Model-Driven Architecture) approach [7, 16].

The goal of this paper is to explain a new way of programming to cope with all these changes using generative programming [10] from models at different levels. More precisely, our approach is close to the MDA approach. We claim that, to develop an open and adaptable application, one must consider three main points:

- the data model describing the application structure that should have an application-independent format to abstract away from technology-specific details;
- the different concerns that should be separated and modularized to help maintaining the code and to facilitate its reuse;
- the component description language that should be as close to the needs as possible to clearly show the provided and required services.

If the application is interactive, a fourth point, the GUI (Graphical User Interface) and its views, should be considered to avoid device-dependent GUI and views.

Each of these points will, respectively, be presented in the next sections, followed by the conclusion. To enforce and validate our ideas, we have developed a tool generator for DSLs (Domain-Specific Languages) [38], named SmartTools 1 [34], based on this new way of programming. The Figure 1 gives an overview of how the generative programming is used in SmartTools. The Figure 2 gives the GUI of the tool showing the four different models used. This paper is thus an experience report, illustrated with concrete examples and screen-shot taken from our tool. These examples are intentionally not technically detailed as it is not the aim of this paper.

2. DATA MODELS

In research works on programming languages, there are many formalisms to declare data structures (types). These formalisms are bound to a underlying theory that has either associated systems (such as BNF - Backus Naur Form - for parser tools, or algebraic types for rewrite systems), or programming languages.

The most famous theory is certainly the notion of abstract syntax (very often mapped to a tree structure description) that contains the common concepts of those theories, among them the important meta-language concept. Since the advent of distributed programming, the notion of formalism independent from any programming language has occurred such as IDL (Interface Description Language) for CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture). The motivation of such formalisms was to find a way to exchange structured data between distributed applications.

Since some years, the OMG (Object Management Group) and the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) consortia play

1http://www-sop.inria.fr/oasis/SmartTools/

major roles in the data or model integration problematic with their standardisation efforts. To fit with new needs, there are strong evolutions of these standard formalisms. For instance, to improve document data validity, the document meta-language (DTD - Document Type Definition) has been replaced by more complex and rich data type formalisms such as XML schema or RDF (Resource Description Framework Schema).

In object modeling domain, the formalisms have also evolved. For example, the UML approach (object model) has evolved toward domain-specific models definition based on the MOF (Meta-Object Facility) meta-formalism [15]. It is important to notice that these two evolutions (XML schema and MOF) have introduced the main notion of meta-formalism. Additionally, these formalisms make the models independent from any programming language. This independence certainly explains the XML technologies success and their use in any domain.

In this way, it is possible to instrument the models with manipulation (transformation, browsing or selection) tools written in any programming language. This feature of programming language independence can, most probably, explained the success of the Web-Services with the SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) protocol. With the MOF and its new version2 of exchange data format, XMI (XML Metadata Interchange), the bridge between the object modeling domain and the DSLs can be even more clearly identified as a XML schema associated with the meta-model (defined with the MOF) can be automatically generated.

But, it is important that these formalisms do not be considered only as a new exchange data format. Indeed, the applications built on top of these models (e.g. the CASE - Computer Aided Software Engineering - tools) must also

2XMI 2.0 is based on XML Schema.
be able to internally manipulate the data according to the models. More precisely, an application must be able to answer to an object addressing request (formulated with XPath for an XML schema model).

The databases have also evolved from relational databases toward object databases [4] and now toward XML databases [1]. Now, this database domain manipulates mechanisms comparable to those offered by programming languages, such as a query language (XQuery [8]) comparable to the pattern-matching (XPath) and semi-structured databases comparable to tree structures (XML tree).

This idea to have a meta-language independent from any programming language and technology was already present for the construction of the Cosy compiler [3]. Indeed, the different teams involved in this European project (named Compare) needed to exchange data between their tools. Thus the first step of this project was to define this meta-language to describe the different data structures (abstract syntax trees, control-flow graphs, intermediate representations). Many concepts (extension, inheritance, importation) of this meta-language are very similar to those of the XML schema.

In SmartTools, support of our research work on generative programming, we have also defined our own abstract data model, close to our needs and independent from any programming language. This model help defining the abstract syntax of programming or domain-specific languages, the cornerstone for all the generated tools. From this data model, SmartTools can generate, as shown by the Figure 3, the following:

- an API to help manipulating abstract syntax trees (for instance, writing semantic analyses);
- an equivalent DTD or XML Schema to help designers creating new DSLs;
- an editor guided by the syntax to facilitate document or program edition.

Figure 3: Generated tools from the data model

To avoid designing and implementing another proprietary tree manipulation API, we have chosen the DOM (Document Object Model) API standard as tree kernel. In this way, the SmartTools-specific generic code for manipulating trees is minimal thus easy to maintain, and benefits from any new service and bug fixing when this standard and its different implementations evolve. Thus our tree implementation is open, prone to evolution and can benefit from any DOM-compliant tool or service. For example, all the trees manipulated in SmartTools can be serialized in XML, transformed with XSLT, or addressed with XPath for free as these services are offered by the DOM API.

But the DOM standard does not fulfill all our needs as the manipulated trees are not strictly-typed (a DOM tree has only homogeneous nodes) thus difficult to semantically analyze. To manipulate strictly-typed trees, we generate a
language-specific API (Java classes) above the DOM API; the type names of the nodes and the accessor names are provided by the model.

To establish a bridge between the programming language domain and the document domain, the data model can be transformed into an equivalent DTD or XML schema, and these document description languages accepted as data models (inputs) in our tool (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Bridge between languages and documents

3. SEPARATION OF CONCERN

To make more adaptable the applications, new programming paradigms appear such as AOP [25], OOP [17] or the generative programming [10]. In a certain way, the GOF book on design patterns [13] was already concerned about this problematic and offered patterns to design applications with better genericity and flexibility. One of the most famous design patterns is the visitor that separates the data structures (a hierarchy of classes) and the associated treatments. In this way, the treatments are modular (one class) making modifications and extension easier. The adaptable programming [26, 33], that provides a better flexibility towards any data structure change, has extended this design pattern. More precisely, a traversal description language (sort of extended pattern matching model) makes possible to abstract away from the underlying data structure of the application.

The visitor design pattern has been the basis of many other research works [32] and is close to the notions of multimethods [2, 28] or generic functions for functional programming. Other approaches towards a more generic programming can be mentioned such as C++ templates, generic libraries [29], generic Java types [40, 31] and the mixins programming [12]. All these approaches either need source code transformations, the reflexivity, or the higher order concept to work out.

All the mechanisms to obtain more generic and modular programs are not sufficient. That explains the apparition of AOP [24]. The main objective of this new paradigm, like the visitor design pattern, is to split up the application code into entities (class, module) associated with a concern for a better application modularity.

To implement an AOP, it exists mainly three approaches: by source code transformation, by using the reflexivity (MOP - Meta-Access Protocol) or by modifying the language interpreter (such as JVM - Java Virtual Machine). That arouses many research works that try either to define new extensions (more expressive pointcut language or more powerful instructions) or to give a clear operational semantics.

In SMARTTOOLS, we have chosen to introduce an AOP strictly dedicated to our program pattern used to write semantic analyses (e.g. a type-checker or an evaluator), part of the business code of the component. Instead of using static source code transformations or the reflexivity, our program-pattern-specific AOP is implemented thanks to a step of code generation. Indeed, we have created a generator that instruments our program pattern based on the visitor design pattern. From the data model and pieces of meta-information about the semantic analysis (visit method signatures and the traversal), the generator can produce a default visitor that only visit the nodes including into the traversal (see Figure 5). To obtain a semantic analysis, the programmer has only to extend, by inheritance, this default visitor and override some of the visit methods to specify the treatment. To introduce an AOP into our semantic analyses, we have only expanded the generator in order that it produces the specific aspect-plugging code embedded into the default visitor. In this way, a analysis can be extended, not only, by inheritance, but also, dynamically, with aspects. The main advantage of such an approach is to obtain an AOP close to the needs, easy to use (clear operational semantics), and with a easy implementation that can quickly evolve with new application-specific needs.

Figure 5: A default visitor with aspect plugging is generated from the abstract syntax of the language (data model) and the visit method configuration

With this approach, our program pattern is better splitted up into three distinct parts:

- the data model,
- the recursive traversal,
- and the semantic actions (the treatment).

This decomposition makes the transformation of the result application easier and makes possible to project the semantic actions onto another data model. Indeed, in the MDA approach context, it seems to be possible to transpose a transformation (written with semantic actions) from a PIM (Platform Independent Models) to a PSM (Platform Specific Models) towards another PIM if it exists a data model mapping these two PIMs (see Figure 6). For example, if the mapping of our component model into IDL is specified and if the generator that produces the container from our component model (see next section) is written with semantic actions, it is possible to obtain, for free, a generator that produces the container from IDL (see Figure 7). This transformation may be realized only by modifying the aspect plugging
expressions. This idea comes from research works on program transformation stemming from the attribute grammars (with the structural composition concept [9, 11, 14]) and the functional programming (with the deforestation concept [39] or fold and unfold operators [40]).
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Figure 7:

4. COMPONENTS

The programming evolution has also deeply changed the modularity concept: ADA or Java packages, generic libraries in imperative programming, multi-inheritance and contract approach in Eiffel [27], or the module notion in functional programming [25]. These different approaches offer powerful mechanisms of genericity such as multi-inheritance, contract approach, or higher order. But these mechanisms are rather complex to use and do not fit in well with distributed application needs.

To cope with these new needs, many component technologies have been proposed such as COM and DCOM for Microsoft, CCM for the OMG, and EJB for Sun. More recently, the Web-Services technology has appeared with the possibility to list the component services in catalogs (UDDI - Universal Description, Discover and Integration).

The three main challenges in component technologies are the followings:

- to extend the classical method call to take in account the execution environment (three-tier architecture, the Internet, The message service, database access) without modifying the business code;
- to extend the classical interface notion to be able to discover the provided and required services (such as introspection in Java Bean) and to dynamically adapt the interface (such as the multi-interface notion in CORBA);
- to add meta-information on a component to manage the deployment, the security policy, etc.

These different mechanisms must be transparent towards the business code of the components. That corresponds to a kind of separation of concerns to avoid mixing the functional and the non-functional code. The OMG has proposed the MDA approach based on model transformations to get a better evolution of complex software applications towards component technologies [41]. That explains the research effort done to define a new generic component language and the link with the AOP and the model transformations.

As SmartTools generates and imports tools, it was vital to have a component architecture for its evolution and to make interconnections with environments or tools easier. Having a component architecture in our case (meta-tool) is also useful to be able to build an application with only the required components.

Our first step was to define an abstract component model i.e. independent from any component technology. The advantage of having our own component model is to clearly identify the needs of SmartTools; without this model, its needs would have been hidden under a non-application-specific component format (such as IDL). From this component model, a generator can automatically produce the non-functional code, i.e. the container that hides all the communication and interconnection mechanisms. For example, the broadcast mechanism used by a logical component to update its associated view components is totally transparent to the programmer. Additionally, it is very easy to adapt the architecture to introduce a new communication mechanism.

The second step was to define a set of transformations (projections) from our model towards well-known component technologies such as web-services, CCM, or EJB (see Figure 8) to make the exportation of the produced tools easier.

Figure 8: Component model transformations

From our projection experience, we can say that these three component technologies (Web-Services, CCM, EJB) would not have fitted in with our needs of connections and component model.

Indeed, our connection process is much more flexible and
dynamic than those offered by these technologies mainly dedicated to client/server architectures or Web servers. In SMARTTools, component interconnections are done dynamically when requested and use a kind of pattern-matching on the names of services provided or required by the components to bind the connectors.

In spite of this feature, it is possible to exchange complex information between two components such as sub-trees or path information (XPath) for the views and the associated logical document. The implementation of our model was rather easy.

Our experience shows that there are many advantages to create an abstract component model that fits in with the application needs, rather than using a non-specific model. With this MDA approach (based on generative programming), we were able to obtain implementations in different technologies. In this way, our tools can much more evolve and are adaptable.

The Figure 9 shows the dynamic architecture of our demonstration application from which the GUI of the Figures 2 and 12 are taken. This Figure contains all the required component types, their instances, and the interconnections between these instances.

5. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES

The graphical interfaces that make applications interactive must also be adaptable to these evolutions. Two main challenges, when designing a graphical interface, should be kept in mind: the interface might be executed on different visualization devices and be accessible through a Web interface. More these device variations and the possibility to transport the interface on the network are taken into account, better the application.

Additionally, the proliferation of new models or domain-specific languages requires the ability to quickly design and implement interfaces (or pretty-printers) specific to one model or domain. In this context, the visual programming can be very useful to realize programming environments dedicated to non-complex description languages (DSLs).

The goal of our tool, is to help developing new tools or programming environments, especially for this kind of languages (DSLs). The design of the tool took in consideration the specificities of these languages: i) they have their own data description language that should be accepted as input of our tool, and ii) the designers of such languages may not have a deep knowledge in computer science. It was thus a necessity to establish a bridge with the document domain, and to provide tools easy to use and built on well-known techniques. In this way, with a few effort, a programming environment dedicated to a DSL can be quickly implemented, having one or more specific-business displays of the documents. These different displays, more user-friendly and readable than the XML format (tags embedded), are obtained through a sequence of model transformations or refinements (see Figure 10). The Figure 11 outlines the approach and shows the intensive use of standard tools or specifications such as XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation) for document transformation, CSS (Cas-

cading Style Sheets) for style information, the Swing API for the graphical layout, and BML (Bean Markup Language) for the serialization of the graphical views. As the view model is based on a sequence of model transformations, it is possible to generate, not only the graphical view, but also the associated parser (for more complex concrete syntax). By default, there are also generic displays (none domain-specific) available to show any tree regardless of its language membership.

Figure 10: Specialization/refinement by successive model transformations to obtain a graphical view

Figure 11: Implementation chain to obtain a graphical view or a parser
we have chosen the BML format [19] that describes all the graphical objects contained in a view to be created. The second advantage of this format is that the effective object creation (Swing objects) takes place on the view components (clients) not on the logical document component (server). The logical document component only provides the serialization file of graphical objects to the view component. This latter only needs to incorporate a BML interpreter to create the graphical objects of the view. With this approach, it is easy to export SMARTTools views into a Web browser. The logical document component and the associated view components are linked together. Any change on the document is automatically broadcasted to the views.

This model transformation, kind of "design pattern", to obtain graphical views was reused for the GUI (see Figure 2 for a screen-shot of our tool). Indeed a GUI can be considered as a tree of graphical objects (windows, tabs, panels, views, menu, etc.). All the AST manipulation methods (insert a node, remove a node, etc.) and the implementation to obtain a view can be reused. In this way, the GUI is only a particular view of this tree (see Figure 12 that shows three different views of the same GUI description document). We have defined a simple GUI-specific language useful to configure the GUI according to the applications.

In conclusion, the design of all our graphical tools uses the same "design pattern" (model transformations) that provides, on the one hand, an independence from visualization devices and, on the other hand, the ability to reconfigure the interfaces by modifying either the BML interpreter or the transformation files (the XSLT stylesheets).

6. CONCLUSION
With the development of our tool (SMARTTools), we have validated a new approach of software development mainly based on transformation or generation from programming-language-independent and domain-specific models. Thanks to generative programming, we can integrate new programming paradigms and technologies from the models into the target implementation programming language. Although only the Java programming language was used as implementation language for the SMARTTools development, a large part of our approach can be transposed into another programming language. It exists many systems [5, 6, 18, 21, 22, 26, 35] comparable to SMARTTools but they are not strongly based on this generative programming approach, used at different levels.

For the data model, the transposition should be easy (only the generators should be changed) as we claim that the data structures should not be defined with a programming language but rather with a high-level formalism independent from any programming language (such as UML or XML Schema). Thanks to its simplicity (due to its specialization) and to the code generation, our AOP approach should also be easily transposed into another type of application (e.g. in the component generator or in the container) or another implementation language.

We think that, the design patterns should be instrumented by generation tools to be usable, user-friendly, and dedicated to the application needs (less complex to use). In this perspective, all our generators can be considered as these generation tools that instrument the design patterns used in SMARTTools. For example, the way we produce the graphical tools can be considered as a particular "design pattern" as it is mainly based on model transformations.

The main advantage of this design approach is to make applications easy to adapt and evolve only by updating the generators associated with each model (data structure, AOP, component programming, or GUI). These different generators provide the design methodologies that are parameterized through those models strictly restricted to the domain.

The Figure 13 outlines the approach to follow when developing an application and SMARTTools instrument it. The interest of our research prototype, SMARTTools, is to validate this new programming approach for different domains in a homogeneous way. Thanks to SMARTTools, we can anticipate what will be the future evolutions in the programming languages and we can get convinced by the interest of separating the concerns through different models.

As Krzysztof Czarnecki and Ulrich W. Eisenack compare the generative programming system to a factory of a particular domain [10], SMARTTools can be considered as a software tool factory for any application which has a underlying data model. SMARTTools uses itself this factory to be developed and this bootstrap is applied at multi-levels.
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